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BID ADDENDUM: GAAL001 

BID NUMBER: GAAL099/2022/2023  

DESCRIPTION: PROVISION FOR SUPPLY AND DISPATCH OF AVIATION 

FUEL. 

Enq.:         Mr S.J Ramatjie 

Email:         scmgroup@gaal.co.za  

Tel.:         087-291-1088 

 

The service provider, with own aviation storage facility, is required to supply JET A1 

and AVGAS to aircraft operating at Polokwane International Airport with the following 

amendments to the original bid document: 

 

1.1(b) Provide AVGAS using a stainless-steel aviation approved trailer or an aviation 

approved truck to meet the demand of aircraft wishing to refuel. (List of aircraft 

using the airport and which may request AVGAS fuel is available on request). 

     (c) Provide JET A1 using an aviation approved truck to meet the demand of aircraft 

wishing to refuel. (List of aircraft using the airport and which may request JET 

A1 fuel is available on request). 

      (i) Service provider must conduct environmental impact and continue performing 

environmental assessment to the area and the systems and provide the report 

to airport authority – exclusion from the specification requirements. 

 

 1.2 (g) Liability Insurance cover for a minimum of R 5, 000, 000.00. 

 

2. Pricing  

Service Providers must specify an amount in Rands/Cents per litre (JET A1 and 

AVGAS) sold which is to be benefited by GAAL as part of this contract, e.g. for 

each litre sold at the airport, how much (R/c) will the service provider pay to 

GAAL. Notwithstanding the payment due to GAAL as fuel levy (R/C per litre 
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sold), GAAL will regulate the fuel price per litre sold at Polokwane International 

Airport to ensure that the Service provider’s fuel price per litre (AVGAS and JET 

A1) sold at Polokwane International Airport, shall be competitive compared to 

fuel price sold in Gauteng airports.   

 


